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That night, in the crowd gathered on a frozen lake above the Arctic Circle,
if someone could have looked somewhere other than towards the sky, 
they would have been surprised to see a strange empty space.

That space coincided with the exact position of a man. but that night, 
no one noticed him.
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by being slightly elevated, you could have seen him. And you’d need to have 
known the story of that hole to understand that in reality, it wasn’t one.

This empty space was that of a man; a man whose enigma was his own self, 
and he wanted to solve it.
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Everything started years earlier, in the Mirror Museum of bilbao.
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During his world tour, Otto, an artist of renowned genius, was giving a series 
of performances with his latest work...

For twenty years, Otto had crafted a prolific and fascinating body of work 
around what Artipedia called “the metaphysics of copies”.
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The mystery or the cruelty of being was displayed in a spectacular fashion, 
on living, ephemeral tableaus.

“The Echo-Mirror”, “The Real-Ideal”, “The Psycho-Psyche”: his concepts 
embodied in his own body, that he put on display in chosen places...
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While the applause streamed forth, Otto felt an emptiness inside of him... 
It gently dug its way through him, then became immense, as large as he; 
then ever vaster: bottomless, borderless...

Otto had never lived with such dizzying vertigo.
The clamor of the public increased and intensified his confusion.
He laid there prostrate, for a long time.
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OTTO, L’HOMME RÉÉCRIT

Why are we who we are? Marc-Antoine Mathieu gives us some 
unexpected answers to this question in a modern fable, the tale of 
a man discovering himself.

Otto Spiegel, a well-known performing artist who is losing his 
marks, discovers upon the death of his parents that he was used as 
a scientific experiment in his youth. He finds in a chest in the attic 
of the family home some notebooks, recordings and video tapes 
that will give him the unique chance of learning the details of his 
life from his conception until the age of 7. 

Then follows a dizzying plunge into the process that generates 
a man’s individuality. In this erudite and troubling tale, Marc-
Antoine Mathieu questions by reason our deepest beliefs.

Marc-Antoine Mathieu is the author of Dieu en personne 
(Grand Prix de la Critique award in 2010),  3 secondes, 
Le Dessin, the series Julius Corentin Acquefaques (Prix 
Coup de Cœur & Prix du meilleur scenario awards, 
Angoulême 1991 and 1994),  L’Ascension et autres 
récits,  Mémoire morte and S.E.N.S.

Complete story
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